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Semantic MediaWiki (SMW) is an open-source knowledge management framework for @MediaWiki. It can store and query data within the wiki. #SemanticMW

- semi-mediawiki.org
- Born January 25, 1974
- Joined July 2011
- 388 Following, 1,287 Followers
Facebook: 751 likes

Semantic MediaWiki

“Turn your MediaWiki into a powerful and flexible knowledge management system”

www.semantic-mediawiki.org
Semantic MediaWiki (SMW)

Bernhard Krabina
Manager
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Other channels

- Github: https://github.com/SemanticMediaWiki
- Sourceforge: (Mailinglists) https://sourceforge.net/projects/semediawiki/

What everybody can do:

- Use Hashtag #SemanticMW (not #SMW) and #SMWCon for the conferences (not #SMWCon2019)
- Interact with our accounts! Mention us, share our posts, invite friends to join, etc.
- Create content: Videos, Images. We will happily use it!
Social-Media-Team?

- Not on Instagram yet.
  - Should we? Who?

- Funding Portals
  - bountysource.com, opencollective.com, liberapay.com?

- Want to help out managing the accounts?
  - talk to us!

- What should be our guidelines?
  - Do we make public Twitter lists?
  - Do we like/share commercial posts?
  - How can we fund ads?
  - ...